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THE CHILDREN WON’T WANT IT
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(but someone else probably will!)

s Jane Austen might have said “It is a universal truth that what
goes round comes round” and this may be so whether vinyl
records, fashion, furniture, jewellery and art – the list goes on.
The question is “how long do we have to wait and, in the meantime,
where do we store it?”
It is very likely that our children will want one or two of our
treasured possessions. A Victorian bureau, a painting, a monogrammed
powder compact can all provide us with a link to our family history
and memories of lives lived and loved. Times change however and cut
glass decanters, silver dishes and china figurines, displayed in glassfronted cabinets, suited an age when even the most modest family
strived to employ a “maid of all work”, who would keep everything
polished and sparkling. Today, in a faster moving environment, people
are looking to own glassware, which is dishwasher proof and easily
replaceable, clothing which can be machine washed and tumble-dried
and furniture, where comfort is key.
Spring is a great time to think about de-cluttering (whether an
anticipated downsize to a smaller property, moving to a nursing home
or sheltered accommodation or just providing more space (both
physically and mentally). There is a collector, out there, for almost
everything, from costume jewellery to signed first editions. A signed
first edition Elizabeth David cookbook recently fetched £500, at
auction. The key is, knowing how to find buyers and what price to ask.
William Morris’s guideline “Have nothing in your house that you
do not know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful”, is a good starting
point for decluttering. Impartial, professional advice and support is
essential.
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New to Westgate!!

Regular readers of Town and Around will have seen the ‘Page from the Sage’
in last month’s issue. In it he mentioned various businesses that used to be
thriving in Westgate. Well we are all trying to get the bottom of Westgate back
on the map! With opening a new shoe shop and a café we are hoping to attract
people to this part of town.
Yes…a new shoe shop!! At Westgate Boots, Shoes & Wellies I stock a
variety of footwear for adults and children, including Hotter, Padder and Pod.
I also have handbags, scarves and umbrellas. My prices are very reasonable
and everyone is welcome to come in and have a browse…even your dog! I do
a foot measuring service for children and adults and can order Hotter, Padder
or Pod shoes if I don’t have your size or a style you fancy!
At the Bus Station Café you will always find a warm welcome from
Tracey and Steve. They serve delicious food and drinks at fantastically low
prices, including ‘Build your own Breakfast’ at 60p per item. All the meat is
local meat and I can thoroughly recommend the sausage bap! They also do
takeaways and take pre-orders by telephone. A brilliant loyalty scheme is running for when you spend £5 or more. There is a lovely outdoor seating area for
those Sunny Hunny days! Well worth a visit!
We hope you’ll come and see us very soon.
Alison Leggett, Tracey and Steve Ireland

Westgate Boots, Shoes & Wellies

